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In this article, Cram argues that the decision in South Dakota v. Wayfair, which overturned the physical presence requirement in Quill v. North Dakota and National Bellas Hess v. Illinois, did not disturb the holding in National Geographic Society v. California that a state may impose its use tax collection obligation on an out-of-state seller that has physical presence in that state, even when such physical presence is unrelated to the sales activity on which the use tax collection obligation is imposed. National Geographic remains good law in determining nexus when the out-of-state seller’s economic presence falls below the state’s economic nexus threshold.
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A year and a half after the U.S. Supreme Court’s momentous 5-4 decision in Wayfair to overturn the Quill physical presence rule, state and local tax practitioners continue to speculate on its impact. After Wayfair, a corporation’s in-state physical presence is no longer constitutionally required to determine commerce clause substantial nexus. Therefore, an out-of-state seller’s in-state physical presence is no longer needed for the state to obligate the seller to collect sales or use tax if its economic or virtual presence provides substantial nexus.
I participated in a November 21, 2019, webinar panel presentation titled “Limits on State Taxation in a Post-Wayfair World,” sponsored by the Tax Executives Institute and Thomson Reuters. Other panel members included Michele Borens of Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP, David Fruchtman of Steptoe & Johnson LLP, Jon Maddison of Reed Smith LLP, and Pilar Mata of the Tax Executives Institute. One of many interesting questions raised during our wide-ranging discussion included the following: “By overruling Quill’s physical presence test, did the Wayfair Court also overrule National Geographic?” This article addresses that question.

Wayfair expressly overruled Quill and National Bellas Hess, and only regarding the physical presence requirement stated in those cases. It did not overrule the primary holding in National Geographic; rather, Wayfair referenced National Geographic as good law, suggesting adherence to its holding. However, National Geographic should be viewed in the context of Wayfair’s rejection of Quill’s physical presence requirement.

National Geographic

National Geographic, decided after Bellas Hess and before Quill, considered whether, for purposes of determining substantial nexus regarding California’s use tax collection duty, there must be some connection between an out-of-state seller’s in-state physical presence and the seller’s mail-order sales to in-state customers. National Geographic held that no such connection was needed.

The National Geographic Society, a nonprofit headquartered in the District of Columbia, had two offices in California where a small staff solicited advertising for its magazine. The society also had a mail-order business operated from its D.C. and Maryland offices that shipped and sold maps, atlases, and other items to customers in other states, including California. Determining that the society was a “retailer engaged in business” in the state because it maintained advertising offices there, the California State Board of Equalization assessed the society for uncollected use tax on its mail-order sales to California customers. The society challenged the assessment, arguing that nexus was constitutionally insufficient in that its California advertising offices were not involved in making the mail-order sales that were the subject of the assessment. The California Supreme Court upheld the assessment and the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed.

National Geographic determined that the facts presented met the Miller Bros. nexus test:

The relevant constitutional test to establish the requisite nexus for requiring an out-of-state seller to collect and pay the use tax is not whether the duty to collect the use tax relates to the
seller's activities carried on within the State, but simply whether the facts demonstrate "some definite link, some minimum connection, between [the State and] the person . . . it seeks to tax." *Miller Bros. v. Maryland*, 347 U.S., at 344-345. [Emphasis added.] Here the Society's two offices, without regard to the nature of their activities, had the advantage of the same municipal services — fire and police protection, and the like — as they would have had if their activities, as in *Sears* and *Montgomery Ward*, included assistance to the mail-order operations that generated the use taxes.\(^\text{11}\)

The *Miller Bros.* nexus test was based on due process\(^\text{12}\) and stated that there must be some minimum connection between the state and the “person, property or transaction it seeks to tax.” In *National Geographic*, the Court emphasized the word “person” by italicizing it and deleted the words “property or transaction” in its quotation from *Miller Bros*. Therefore, no “transactional nexus” is needed for the state to require the out-of-state seller to collect its use tax if that person has sufficient presence in the state. *National Geographic* determined that nexus was established to require the society to collect California's use tax because the society maintained two advertising offices in the state. This presence demonstrated that the society received the “advantage” of municipal services from the state without regard to the lack of any connection between that presence and the mail-order sales activity.\(^\text{13}\)

*National Geographic* specifically dismissed the need for any connection between the out-of-state seller's presence in the taxing state and the transactions on which the duty to collect use tax was imposed:

> The Society argues in other words that there must exist a nexus or relationship not only between the seller and the taxing State, but also between the activity of the seller sought to be taxed and the seller’s activity within the State. We disagree. However fatal to a direct tax a “showing that particular transactions are dissociated from the local business . . . ,” *Norton Co. v. Illinois Rev. Dept.*, supra, at 537; *American Oil Co. v. Neill*, supra; *Connecticut Gen. Life Ins. Co. v. Johnson*, 303 U.S. 77 (1938), such dissociation does not bar the imposition of the use-tax-collection duty.\(^\text{14}\)

*National Geographic* qualified its affirmance by distancing itself from the California Supreme Court’s holding that even a “slightest presence within such taxing state independent of any connection through interstate commerce” would suffice.\(^\text{15}\) The Court observed that the society’s California staff's solicitation of $1 million annually in advertising copy was more than a “slightest presence.”\(^\text{16}\)
As the following analysis shows, Wayfair did not overturn the primary holding in National Geographic. In fact, Wayfair referenced National Geographic favorably. Therefore, Wayfair cannot be read to hold that physical presence is irrelevant in determining nexus, provided there is something more than a slightest presence in the state.

Wayfair considered three large online retailers' constitutional challenge to South Dakota's newly enacted economic nexus law. S.B. 106 required sellers with no physical presence in the state with annual sales to customers in South Dakota either exceeding $100,000 or resulting from 200 or more transactions to remit South Dakota's sales tax. Wayfair addressed whether the Quill-Bellas Hess physical presence requirement should be overturned.

For Wayfair to be seen as overruling National Geographic by implication, we would expect the opinion to indicate that the Court had distanced itself from National Geographic's holding that an out-of-state seller's physical presence in the taxing state need not have any connection to the sales activity subject to the use tax collection obligation. Wayfair contained no such indication.

The Opinion

Wayfair expressed at length deep concerns with the Quill requirement that the out-of-state seller must have a physical presence in the taxing state before a tax collection obligation accrues, determining that over time, this requirement "becomes further removed from economic reality and results in significant revenue losses to the States." Wayfair concluded that "the physical presence rule, both as first formulated and as applied today, is an incorrect interpretation of the Commerce Clause."

Wayfair did not invalidate physical presence nexus, but acknowledged that physical presence remains a sufficient means for establishing nexus:

"Although physical presence "'frequently will enhance'" a business' connection with a State, "'it is an inescapable fact of modern commercial life that a substantial amount of business is transacted . . . [with no] need for physical presence within a State in which business is conducted.'" 

Wayfair identified as a flaw in the Quill physical presence requirement its making of an "arbitrary, formalistic distinction that the Court's modern Commerce Clause precedents disavow." That
requirement treated “economically identical actors differently, and for arbitrary reasons.” To illustrate, the Court provided an example, citing National Geographic, as well as Scripto, as good law in buttressing this point:

Consider . . . two businesses that sell furniture online. The first stocks a few items of inventory in a small warehouse in North Sioux City, South Dakota. The second uses a major warehouse just across the border in South Sioux City, Nebraska, and maintains a sophisticated website with a virtual showroom accessible in every State, including South Dakota. By reason of its physical presence, the first business must collect and remit a tax on all of its sales to customers from South Dakota, even those sales that have nothing to do with the warehouse. See National Geographic, 430 U.S., at 561; Scripto, Inc., 362 U.S., at 211–212. But, under Quill, the second, hypothetical seller cannot be subject to the same tax for the sales of the same items made through a pervasive Internet presence. This distinction simply makes no sense. So long as a state law avoids “any effect forbidden by the Commerce Clause,” Complete Auto, 430 U.S., at 285, courts should not rely on anachronistic formalisms to invalidate it. The basic principles of the Court’s Commerce Clause jurisprudence are grounded in functional, marketplace dynamics; and States can and should consider those realities in enacting and enforcing their tax laws.

The Court clearly cited National Geographic’s holding, as well as the holding in Scripto, for the purpose of supporting the first part of the example — that “by reason of its physical presence, the first business must collect and remit a tax on all of its sales.” How can this possibly indicate that National Geographic is no longer good law after Wayfair?

For that matter, if Wayfair’s citation of National Geographic in the example was intended to somehow weaken the National Geographic holding, was Wayfair’s citation to Scripto likewise intended to weaken the holding in that case as well? In Scripto, the activities of independent contractor-salesmen in Florida were sufficient nexus to impose Florida’s use tax collection obligation on the out-of-state seller, even though that seller itself had no physical presence in the state. Quill viewed Scripto as the “furthest extension” of the state’s power to impose a use tax collection obligation on an out-of-state seller.

The answer to these questions is that the Court was merely pointing out the unfairness of having physical presence be the only basis for determining tax nexus. The example in Wayfair illustrated the arbitrariness of the Quill physical presence requirement. The rule’s “anachronistic formalism” is the requirement that the out-of-state seller must have some physical presence in the taxing state before incurring the obligation to collect, even if that presence has no connection to the sales.
activity subject to tax, or that presence is only representational through non-employees. The Wayfair Court had no concern that, under National Geographic, the internet seller with a small amount of inventory in South Dakota must collect South Dakota’s tax on unrelated sales activity. Likewise, the Court also indicated no concern with Scripto representational nexus. Rather, the Court emphasized the physical presence rule’s inequity in arbitrarily allowing one internet seller to avoid any tax collection obligation while requiring the other to collect, both sellers being economically similar. If both are required to collect, that inequity disappears:

There is nothing unfair about requiring companies that avail themselves of the States’ benefits to bear an equal share of the burden of tax collection. Fairness dictates quite the opposite result. Helping respondents’ customers evade a lawful tax unfairly shifts to those consumers who buy from their competitors with a physical presence that satisfies Quill — even one warehouse or one salesperson — an increased share of the taxes. It is essential to public confidence in the tax system that the Court avoid creating inequitable exceptions. This is also essential to the confidence placed in this Court's Commerce Clause decisions. Yet the physical presence rule undermines that necessary confidence by giving some online retailers an arbitrary advantage over their competitors who collect state sales taxes.31

With its invalidation of the Quill physical presence nexus requirement, Wayfair reformulated the first prong (substantial nexus) of the Complete Auto32 four-part test for determining whether a state tax passes commerce clause scrutiny:33 “Such a nexus is established when the taxpayer [or collector] ‘avails itself of the substantial privilege of carrying on business’ in that jurisdiction.”34

This reformulation is essentially the due process nexus test applied in Quill.35 Wayfair acknowledged that the commerce clause substantial nexus prong is “closely related”36 to the due process minimum connection requirement expressed in Miller Bros.37 Citing Burger King,38 an adjudicative jurisdiction decision, Wayfair also acknowledged the relevance of adjudicative jurisdiction due process principles to the taxing jurisdiction inquiry, observing that “a business need not have a physical presence in a State to satisfy the demands of due process.”39 Burger King noted that personal jurisdiction may be established when a nonresident “purposefully directs” activities to forum residents, or individuals “purposefully derive benefit” from their interstate activities.40

As Quill observed:
We have held that if a foreign corporation purposefully avails itself of the benefits of an economic market in the forum State, it may subject itself to the State’s in personam jurisdiction even if it has no physical presence in the state.\(^{41}\)

The Court’s extension of adjudicative jurisdiction beyond physical presence obviously did not remove physical presence as a basis for that jurisdiction. Physical presence remains a way to show “purposeful availment.” Looking at the National Geographic facts, by establishing advertising offices in California, the society purposefully availed itself of the privilege of carrying on business in the state.

While National Geographic, in determining that nexus existed, emphasized the “advantages” that a seller with physical presence receives from the state, Wayfair focused on the benefits that a large internet furniture seller lacking physical presence nonetheless receives from the market state:

State taxes fund the police and fire departments that protect the homes containing their customers’ furniture and ensure goods are safely delivered; maintain the public roads and municipal services that allow communication with and access to customers; support the “sound local banking institutions to support credit transactions [and] courts to ensure collection of the purchase price,” Quill, 504 U.S., at 328 (opinion of White, J.); and help create the “climate of consumer confidence” that facilitates sales.\(^{42}\)

In both situations, the seller avails itself of benefits from the state, establishing nexus.

Wayfair’s determination that “physical presence is not necessary to create a substantial nexus”\(^{43}\) does not eliminate physical presence’s relevance to the nexus inquiry when economic presence does not establish nexus. Wayfair overturned the Quill physical presence requirement that permitted internet sellers with no physical presence but significant sales into states to arbitrarily avoid any obligation to collect sales or use tax. Wayfair did not alter the sales or use tax collection obligation for businesses with more than the slightest physical presence.\(^{44}\)

Wayfair discussed at length the fiscal pressures states have faced while internet sales rapidly expanded as a share of total retail sales and state sales tax revenues continued to hemorrhage from uncollected tax on those internet sales.\(^{45}\) Wayfair addressed the artificial competitive advantage that the Quill physical presence requirement gave to internet sellers over brick-and-mortar sellers.\(^{46}\) Those concerns are inconsistent with any argument that Wayfair’s overturning the
Quill nexus standard somehow reduces the circumstances when an out-of-state seller with physical presence must collect the use tax.

**Briefs**

In considering Wayfair's effect on National Geographic, arguments made by parties or other persons filing briefs as amici are instructive. None urged for the overruling of any aspect of National Geographic. However, many briefs referenced or discussed National Geographic as part of accepted nexus jurisprudence.

South Dakota, for example, raised National Geographic in arguing that the physical presence rule had become a formalistic requirement:

This Court held in National Geographic Society v. California Board of Equalization, 430 U.S. 551, 558, 560-61 (1977), that neither Bellas Hess nor Complete Auto prevented California from requiring that a periodical (National Geographic) collect sales tax on merchandise it sold to California residents from the back of the magazine, so long as the company had an office (of any kind) in the State. The Court expressly held that this California office could be completely unrelated to the mail-order sales. *Id.* at 558. This made Bellas Hess's requirement into a purely formal condition: Any physical presence could suffice, even if it had no relation to preventing the discriminatory or undue-burden effects that concerned Complete Auto.\(^{47}\)

South Dakota again referenced National Geographic, emphasizing the artificiality of the physical presence requirement:

It remains surprisingly unclear why physical presence is important for sales tax collection requirements but no other tax or regulatory burdens of comparable severity. Nor is it clear what makes a presence “physical,” nor why physicality matters even in Quill's own context. And while this Court has said that the “slightest presence” might not suffice, see Nat’l Geographic, 430 U.S. at 556, it has approved nexus through unrelated . . . presence without explaining how much is enough, or why. See *id.* at 561 (two in-state offices unrelated to retail activity sufficient).\(^{48}\)

Similarly, the United States raised National Geographic to illustrate the physical presence requirement's flaws:

It also discourages out-of-state businesses from acquiring property or employing people in the State, since any physical presence — no matter how insignificant and unrelated to the
businesses’ commercial activities — would subject them to the same tax-collection responsibilities as in-state businesses. See, e.g., National Geographic, 430 U.S. at 556 (holding that organization was required to collect state tax on mail-order sales because it maintained two offices in the State, even though they were unrelated to the mail-order business).49

If the presence of a single salesperson or office in a State is a sufficient nexus even under the rule of Bellas Hess and Quill, see National Geographic, 430 U.S. at 556, the operation of an immersive online marketplace that seeks to replicate the experience of shopping in a store, open for business to every state resident 24 hours a day, should be deemed sufficient as well.50

Both South Dakota and the United States highlighted the unfairness of the physical presence standard. They compared the National Geographic situation of an out-of-state seller with limited physical presence in the taxing state, unrelated to its sales activity, being obligated to collect the state’s use tax, to the situation of the internet seller with a significant market but no physical presence in the taxing state, which did need not collect the tax.

The respondents’ brief and the briefs of several amici curiae referenced the National Geographic holding that the out-of-state seller’s physical presence in the taxing state can establish nexus without regard to that presence having any connection to the sales activity on which the tax collection obligation is imposed.51 Some of those briefs also referenced National Geographic’s rejection of the “slightest presence” nexus standard.52

Continuing Relevance of National Geographic

Wayfair did not rule on the ultimate constitutionality of the economic nexus provisions in South Dakota S.B. 106. The Court remanded the case to the South Dakota Supreme Court to determine “whether some other principle in the Court’s Commerce Clause doctrine might invalidate the Act.”53 Nonetheless, since publication of the Wayfair decision on June 21, 2018, all the states that impose sales tax, except Florida and Missouri, have adopted sales or use tax economic nexus — many using the same thresholds in S.B. 106.54 The Florida and Missouri legislatures are likely to follow suit in 2020. Economic nexus for sales or use tax purposes is now the general rule.

Wayfair did not diminish the holding in National Geographic that an out-of-state seller’s nexus-creating physical presence in the taxing state need not have any connection to its sales activity.
subject to the use tax collection obligation. After Wayfair, businesses that sell items subject to sales or use tax in multiple states must comply not only with the sales and use tax laws of states where they have physical presence, but also with those of the states where they meet economic nexus thresholds.\(^{55}\) Taking the National Geographic facts after Wayfair, California could assess the society for use tax on its mail-order sales to California customers, based on the society's physical presence through its advertising offices in the state. California could also assess use tax against the society on its mail-order sales, to the extent those sales exceeded California's economic nexus threshold, even if the society lacked physical presence.

National Geographic's adoption of a nexus standard that includes a seller that has more than a slightest physical presence remains relevant after Wayfair when the out-of-state seller’s economic presence is insufficient to establish nexus.\(^{56}\) National Geographic, therefore, still applies when the out-of-state seller has sufficient physical presence in the state but has not exceeded the state's economic nexus threshold. Under National Geographic, the seller’s physical presence must be more than a “slightest” one, although that physical presence need not have any connection to the seller’s sales activity on which the state is seeking to impose a use tax collection obligation. Using the example cited by the Court in Wayfair, if the out-of-state internet seller has a few items of inventory stored in a small warehouse in South Dakota, but its annual South Dakota sales volume is below $100,000 or annual transactions volume is below 200, the internet seller would nonetheless be required to collect South Dakota's sales tax — whether or not any of that inventory was used to fulfill orders of South Dakota customers.

**Conclusion**

Wayfair did not overrule National Geographic either specifically or in effect. Wayfair obviously did not eliminate physical presence as a basis for establishing nexus, although physical presence is no longer required. National Geographic established that when a state seeks to obligate an out-of-state seller to collect its use tax, no connection is required between the seller’s physical presence in the state and the sales activity on which the use tax collection obligation is imposed. That physical presence must be more than a slightest one, showing that the seller has availed itself of benefits from the state. Physical presence — even when unrelated to the sales activity being taxed — remains a valid means for establishing nexus for use tax collection purposes when the out-of-state seller's economic presence falls below the taxing state's economic nexus threshold.
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